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The problems of laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) measurements in a partially
saturated regime with spatially dependent laser intensity in the sample (caused by
absorption) are analyzed. The obtained equations are tested by means of LIF of
free tellurium atoms in a plasma of an atmospheric pressure dielectric barrier
discharge (DBD) by comparing fluorescence and absorption measurements. The
results show a high reliability of LIF measurements.
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1 Introduction

Fluorescence, frequently realized as laser-induced fluorescence (LIF), is one of the most
important methods for detection of various species in numerous scientific fields [1-3]. It
offers in situ measurements with high sensitivity (going to single-molecule detection [4]),
versatility, and spatial resolution. Due to these advantages, it is a keymethod for detection of
reactive species in plasmas [5-9], including free atoms, molecular radicals, complete
molecules, and ions.

Unfortunately, the phenomena occurring during the fluorescence process can be
relatively complicated due to collisions of the excited state [10], laser induced
photodissociation [11, 12], invasivity of the method [13, 14], or necessity of calibration
of the detection system [5-7]. As a result, the absolute concentrations obtained by LIF
sometimes exhibit high uncertainty [15]. Therefore, any validation of the results of the LIF
method is valuable. Moreover, the fluorescence process can be complicated by partial
saturation, i.e., by deviation of the fluorescence signal from its linear dependence on the
energy of laser pulses, which is caused by evident depletion of the investigated ground state,
stimulated emission, and eventually by photoionization of the excited state. Therefore, LIF
saturation was studied by several works [16-18]. Another complication is that the laser
beam may be fully or partially absorbed in the studied sample, which leads to spatially
variable energy of laser pulses. In addition, the absorption can be partially saturated from
the same reasons which cause the saturation of the fluorescence.

The abovementioned complications were the motivation to derive equations that can be
used for evaluation of LIF and that take into account the absorption of the laser beam in the
sample (in this case in plasma) and the saturation of both LIF and absorption. This study
also aimed to validate the concentration values gained from LIF measurements by
absorption. These intentions were realized in atmospheric pressure plasma of a
dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) ignited in a so-called atomizer, i.e., in a device that is
used for dissociation (atomization) of volatile species in the field of trace element analysis to
determine metal concentrations by atomic spectrometry. Particularly, the presented
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measurement was realized on LIF of free tellurium atoms that were
supplied to the plasma in the form of tellurium hydride (TeH2),
which was atomized in the plasma to produce the free Te atoms.

2 Experimental

A volume DBD was ignited inside a DBD atomizer consisting of
two parts—an optical and an inlet arm. The DBD was ignited in the
optical arm—a 75-mm-long silica vessel with 7 mm × 3mm internal
rectangular cross-section. Two planar copper electrodes (50 mm long,
5 mm wide) were placed on the outer surfaces of the upper and lower
bases of the vessel and supplied with a sinusoidal voltage of 26 kHz
frequency and 9 kV amplitude. An inlet arm—a silica tube with internal
diameter 2 mm—was sealed to the centre of the optical arm and served
as the inlet for the working gasmixture from the hydride generator unit.
This compartment served for almost quantitative (93% ± 5%)
conversion of the Te standard solution (50 ng/mLTe) by chemical
reaction, reduction by NaBH4 to TeH2. Ar (75 sccm) served as the
carrier gas, while 50 sccm H2 is produced as a by-product of the
chemical reaction. After passing through the atomizer, the gases escaped
freely through its open ends into the surrounding atmosphere.

The scheme of the whole laser-induced fluorescence setup is
shown in Figure 1. Figure 1C shows the energy scheme for the
detection of the tellurium atoms. The ground state 5p43P2 atoms
were excited to the 5p3 6s 5S2 state by absorbing laser photons of
wavelength 225.903 nm. The resulting fluorescence photons of
wavelength 253.074 nm were emitted while the atoms were
depopulated to the 5p43P1 state. The excitation laser beam was
generated by a system consisting of a Q-switched pump laser
(Spectra-Physics, Quanta-Ray PRO-270-30), a dye laser (Sirah,
PrecisionScan PRSC-D-24-EG with Rhodamine 101/B), and a
frequency conversion unit. The output beam with a wavelength of
225.903 nm, spectral width of 0.4 pm, single-pulse duration of 8 ns, and
repetition frequency of 30 Hz was divided into two branches by a silica
window acting as a beam splitter, which decreased the energy of the
laser beam entering theDBD in order to reduce the strong fluorescence
saturation. The laser beam was circular with a diameter of approx.
3 mm. Before entering the DBD, a part of its spatial wings was cut by a

rectangular (5 × 2 mm) diaphragm so that it could pass through the
center of the optical arm of the atomizer without touching the silica
walls. The beam was localized at the axis of the optical arm. The
energy of both beams was monitored by pyroelectric power meters
(Ophir, Vega PE9), providing the information on the laser energy
before entering the discharge and after the absorption on tellurium
atoms (the ratio between the energymeasured by the first powermeter
and the real energy at the DBD input was obtained from
measurements realized when there was no plasma and no
absorption in the atomizer). The fluorescence signal was detected
perpendicular to the laser beam by using an ICCD camera (Princeton
Instruments, PI-MAX). The spatial resolution of the measurements
was 0.08 mm. An interference filter (AHF 257/12 BrightLine HC) was
mounted on the camera lens to separate the fluorescence signal from
the ambient radiation. The signal was temporally integrated over
100 ns, covering the entire laser pulse and the fluorescence decay (only
for measurements of the fluorescence decay rate, discussed in Section
4, the signal was integrated only over 0.64 ns, and the delay between
the laser pulse and the signal detection was gradually increased by a
step 0.5 ns). In order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio, the
fluorescence image was accumulated on the ICCD camera chip
from typically 300 of laser shots.

3 Theory

For calculating the LIF signal, we will use the simple three-level
model, where atoms or molecules are excited by a laser photon from
their ground state (denoted as the level 1) to a higher excited state (level
3). The excitation is followed by a spontaneous radiative decay to a
lower excited state (level 2), which is accompanied by emission of a
fluorescence photon–this fluorescence radiation is detected, and its
intensity is used for determination of the concentration of studied
atoms ormolecules. Alternatively, the excited atom in the third level can
undergo radiative transition to another lower lying state, or its excitation
can be non-radiatively quenched by a number of collisional processes.
The rate of the desired fluorescence transition to level 2 is described by
the Einstein coefficient of spontaneous emission (A32), whereas the total
depopulation rate of level 3 can be described by the reciprocal value of

FIGURE 1
Experimental setup. (A) the whole laser-induced fluorescence setup; (B) the DBD cell; (C) the energy scheme for the detection of the
tellurium atoms.
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the lifetime of the excited level 3 (1/τ). The product A32 τ gives the
quantum efficiency of the fluorescence.

In the standard LIF measurement in the linear regime, where the
fluorescence signal is directly proportional to the energy of laser pulses,
the measured fluorescence signal can be calculated according to [10].

Mf � af A32 τ
κB13

c
n Ef ∫∫

V

∫Df
Ω
4π

s dV, (1)

where n is the concentration of studied atoms, Ef is the mean energy of
laser pulses,B13 is the Einstein coefficient for excitation from the ground
level to the excited level 3, and κ describes the overlap between the
spectral profiles of the laser line and the absorption line [19] (for the
narrow laser line, κ is simply equal to the ratio between the maximum
and integral intensities of the absorption line. Mf in Eq. 1 is the
fluorescence signal integrated temporally over the whole fluorescence
duration and spectrally over the whole fluorescence transition; it is not
spectrally integrated over the excitation line—if it was spectrally
integrated also over the excitation line, the factor κ should be left
out from the equation). c is the speed of light, and af is the number of
accumulations used during the collection of the fluorescence signal.Df is
the detector sensitivity for the fluorescence wavelength—this constant
includes the quantum efficiency of the ICCD camera (ηf) and the
transmission of the used interference filter (T). Ω is the solid angle for
detection of fluorescence photons covered by the detector. Finally, s
describes the spatial distribution of laser beam energy normalized to 1
(i.e., the surface integral of s over the plane perpendicular to the beam
axis is equal to 1). In practice, it is problematic to predict the value of the

integral ∫∫
V

∫Df
Ω
4π s dV. Therefore, the LIF measurement is often

calibrated by Rayleigh scattering, which gives the signal

Mr � ar
dσr
dΩ

pr

kTr

Er

h]r
∫∫
V

∫Dr Ω s dV, (2)

where dσr/dΩ is the differential cross-section for Rayleigh scattering on
the gas used for calibration; pr and Tr are the pressure and temperature
of the calibration gas, respectively (the gas concentration is equal to nr =
pr/kTr); and k is the Boltzmann constant. Er is the mean energy of laser
pulses used for Rayleigh scattering, ]r is the frequency of laser light, and
h is the Planck constant. Dr is the detector sensitivity for Rayleigh
wavelength, and this quantity is proportional to the ICCD quantum
efficiency ηr. The combination of Eqs 1, 2 enables to calculate the
concentration of studied atoms by

n0 � 4π
ar ηr

af ηf T

nr Er

Mr h]r
dσr
dΩ

cMf

A32 τ κB13 Ef
. (3)

When the partially saturated LIF regime is used, the ratio Mf/Ef
in Eq. 3 must be replaced by the termMfβ/ln(1 + βEf) [17], which
takes into account the partial saturation of the LIF process quantified
by the saturation constant β. In addition, if an appreciable part of the
laser beam is absorbed during the measurement, the spatial
dependence of the laser pulse energy should be taken into account:

n x( ) � 4π
ar ηr

af ηf T

nr Er

Mr h]r
dσr
dΩ

cMf x( ) β
A32 τ κB13 ln 1 + βEf x( )[ ]. (4)

This equation must be supplemented by another equation that
describes the spatial variation of the laser pulse energy along the

direction of the laser beam propagation (x). With no saturation, the
variation would be described by dEf

dx � −n(x) κσa Ef(x), where the
absorption cross-section σa � A31

λ213
8π

g3
g1
. A31 is the Einstein

coefficient for spontaneous emission from directly excited level
3 to ground level 1, which is connected to the Einstein coefficient
for excitation by the relation B13 � A31

λ313
8πh

g3
g1
, where g1 and g3 are

the degenerations of the ground and excited state, respectively. If we
take into account the saturation effects (the depletion of the ground
state and stimulated emission), we will find that the number of
photons lost from the laser pulse is proportional to

A � ∫
∞

0

n1 t( )κB13 − n3 t( )κB31[ ] I t( ) dt, (5)

where n1 and n3 are the concentrations of the ground and directly
excited states, respectively; B31 is the Einstein coefficient for
stimulated emission; and I is the laser intensity. The first term
describes excitation, and the second term is the creation of new
laser photons by stimulated emission (when laser intensity is
small, i.e., in the linear regime, n3 ≪ n1 and n1 ≈ const., which
simplifies the integral to A ≈ n1κB13 ∫∞

0
I(t) dt). From the rate

equation analysis of a partially saturated fluorescence process, it
follows [15, 17] that the number of fluorescence photons is also
proportional to the integral A, defined in Eq. 5. Consequently,
saturation of both the absorption and fluorescence can be
described by the same formula, and the equation for the
spatial variation of the laser pulse energy can be rewritten to

dEf

dx
� −n x( ) κσa

ln 1 + βEf x( )[ ]
β

. (6)

The term ln[1 + βEf(x)]/β in Eq. 6 takes into account the partial
saturation of the absorption. For low laser energies,
ln[1 + βEf(x)]/β ≈ Ef(x), which is the limit of the linear
regime. Of course, in non-homogeneous environments, β (and
also the decay time τ) may also depend on the position. When
saturation and absorption are strong or when the concentration
of measured species strongly varies in the direction perpendicular
to x, βmay vary along the laser beam (in the x direction) also due
to different absorption in various parts of the beam, resulting in
changes of the beam profile. It should be noted that fluorescence
and absorption processes are characterised by identical
saturation constants (β) only if ground state depletion and
emission stimulated by laser photons dominate to the
saturation mechanisms. In rare situations, when other
saturation mechanisms (photoionization of the excited state;
emission stimulated by fluorescence photons) play an
important role, the saturation constants for absorption and
fluorescence may differ.

4 Results

In our study, we applied the equations obtained in Section 3 on
the LIF of free Te atoms generated by a DBD. First, let us assess the
non-linearity or saturation of the LIF process. Saturation can be
revealed when a straight line is fitted to the dependence lnMf on lnEf
because the slope of the fitted line is equal to 1 for linear LIF and
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smaller than 1 for saturated LIF, whereas slope higher than
1 indicates some photodissociation ignited by the laser [12]. In
our measurement, the slope had the value (0.88 ± 0.01), indicating a
weak saturation (according to [17] caused mainly by the ground
state depletion). Therefore, the dependence of the measured
fluorescence signal on the energy of laser pulses was fitted by
the equation

Mf � α

β
ln 1 + βEf( ), (7)

derived in [17] for Gaussian beams, where β is the above mentioned
saturation constant and αEf gives the hypothetical signal that would
be measured if no saturation occurred. Both the data and the fit
(with β � (8.8 ± 0.2) · 105 J−1) are shown in Figure 2, which
demonstrates the deviation of the real fluorescence signal from
the hypothetical linear dependence shown by the broken cyan line.

Not only fluorescence but also absorption can be affected by
saturation processes. Therefore, Eq. 6 should be used instead of the
traditional equation dEf

dx � −nκσaEf for strong laser intensities. The fact
that absorption in our measurements was partially saturated can be
demonstrated by Figure 3, which shows the ratio between the energy of
laser pulses that enter and leave the DBD reactor. The fact that this ratio
is not constant, but it is a slightly decreasing function of the laser pulse
energy, is an evidence of the saturation of absorption.

In order to characterize the fluorescence process, it is necessary to
measure the fluorescence decay time (i.e., the lifetime of the excited
state) and the spectral profile of the excitation line. The decay timewas
measured by variation of the delay between the laser pulse and the
interval when the ICCD camera collects the fluorescence radiation. In
our case, the decay time was significantly shorter than the laser pulse
duration, and a weak tail of the laser pulse disturbed the decay process.
Consequently, it would not be correct to fit a single exponential
through the measured data, and the fluorescence decay was fitted by
the convolution ∫ t

0
L(t′) e−(t−t′)/τ dt′, where the temporal shape of the

laser pulse tail intensity L (strictly speaking, L is the convolution of the
temporal profile of the laser pulse and the temporal response of the
camera) was determined from the temporally resolved measurement
of Rayleigh-scattered laser photons. This procedure led to the value

τ = (1.7 ± 0.2) ns. In our case, the fluorescence quantum yield A32 τ =
1.6 · 10–3 was low because the choosen fluorescence line was a
triplet–quintet transition, and it was weak. The remaining
characteristics, the excitation line profile, were measured by the
variation of laser wavelength. The measured shape agreed with the
Voigt profile with the Gauss parameter σ ≈ 1 · 109 Hz and Lorentz
parameter γ ≈ 5 · 109 Hz and with the ratio between maximum and
spectrally integrated signals κ = (5.6 ± 0.3) Hz−1. Due to the narrow
laser linewidth and small Doppler broadening of the relatively heavy
atoms in the plasma with a low gas temperature around 550 K [20],
the spectral profile of the excitation line is controlled by broadening
mechanisms connected with the atmospheric pressure (collisional
broadening, van der Waals broadening, event. resonance broadening)
[21]. In addition, Stark broadening may play a role in the DBD.

Finally, we can proceed to the calculation of the concentration of
free Te atoms realized by Eqs 4, 6. At the beginning of the solution, Eq. 4
is used for the calculation of the Te concentration in one of the
discharge edges. When the concentration is known, Eq. 6 is used for
the calculation of laser pulse energy in the neighboring point and the
alternating use of both these equations continues until the Te
concentration and the laser pulse energy are known along the whole
beam path in the plasma. The obtained concentration profile for the
measurement, where TeH2 was generated from a solution with Te
concentration 50 μg/L, is shown by the black curve in Figure 4 (it should
be noted that the wavy structures in the right half of the DBD reactor
were caused by an uneven surface of the front silica wall of the atomizer,
which deflected part of the fluorescence radiation). The consequences of
the concentration profile for the understanding of the TeH2 atomization
are described elsewhere [22]; here, we will only summarize that the
presence of free Te atoms in the whole discharge region and the high Te
concentration demonstrate a good performance of the DBD in
atomization of the hydride. The mean concentration in the left part
(not affected by the uneven surface) of the atomizer 3.5 · 1018 m−3 is in
good agreement with the expected value between 3.45 · 1018 m−3 and
3.83 · 1018 m−3 (calculated from the TeH2 supply rate from the hydride
generator to the DBD assuming full hydride atomization), indicating
reliability of the used measurement and evaluation procedure.

FIGURE 2
Saturation of the LIF process. The green line shows the fitted
curve (Eq. 7), and the cyan broken line shows the hypothetical non-
saturated dependence.

FIGURE 3
Ratio of the laser pulse energy behind (Eout) and in front of (Ein)
the DBD as a function of the energy Ein. The green line is the linear fit of
measured points characterized by the slope (−1.77 ± 0.09) · 105 J−1.
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There are several sources of uncertainty of the concentration values:
the first is the variability of the measured intensities, which was, in our
case, approximately 8%. The second was the uncertainty of LIF
parameters, namely, of τ, κ, and β. In our case, the uncertainty of κ
and β was only few percent, but the uncertainty of the decay time τ was
approximately 10%. All the above listed sources together led in our
measurements to an uncertainty below 20%. The third source can be
the uncertainty of the Einstein coefficientsA32 and B13. Our values were
taken from [23]. Unfortunately, we did not find the uncertainty of the
used Einstein coefficient in the cited work and in the references therein.

At last, when solving the pair of Eqs 4, 6, one of the results is the
spatial development of laser pulse energy. One example of this curve is
shown in Figure 4 by the red curve. From such a curve, it is possible to
obtain the ratio of the energy of laser pulses at the input and at the output
of the DBD reactor, which can be simply compared with the measured
value of this ratio. In otherwords, our experiment enabled comparing the
results of fluorescence and absorptionmeasurements. In our experiment,
the ratio of laser pulse energies predicted from the intensity of the
fluorescence signal by means of Eqs 4, 6 had the value 1.34, whereas the
directly measured value was 1.25. The results of the fluorescence and
absorptionmeasurements differed only by 7%, which could be attributed
to losses caused by the reflection of the fluorescence radiation on the
front atomizer wall, which shows a very good agreement.

5 Conclusion

The equations for the evaluation of Rayleigh-calibrated LIF
measurements in a partially saturated regime when a detectable

part of laser photons is absorbed in the sample, in other words of
partially saturated fluorescence measurement with spatially
dependent intensity of the excitation radiation, were summarized.
LIF measurement evaluated by these equations was tested on free
tellurium atoms present in an atmospheric pressure DBD. The results
were in a good agreement with both the expected Te concentration
and with the measured absorption of laser in the DBD, demonstrating
a high reliability of absolute LIF measurements.
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